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‘We’re not getting it right’.....

‘The problem of minorities’

Contested nature of the curriculum

Implementation gulf

Attention to context: from the universal to the particular
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Reframing ..... ‘the problem of  diversity’

Hostile social policy contexts  ...vis a vis  the moral mandate of the 
profession

 ‘The multicultural turn’..... an impasse

The culture conundrum
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Paradigmatic orientations:

• Individualised eg: Race Awareness Training, ADP, Critical Reflective Practice, 
Conscienciazation

• Cultural  eg:  cultural responsiveness, cross cultural practice, cultural competence, cultural 
sensitivity, ethnic sensitivity, multiculturalism, CALD, culturally affirming practice

• Generic   eg: AOP, Intersectionality, Managing Diversity

• Power Based Models  eg. Anti Racist Practice, AOP, Afro-centric, Black Perspectives

• Social Justice Models  eg: Politics of Recognition, Rights, Representation and Redistribution

• Majority Lens models  eg: Decolonising methodologies, Whiteness studies

• User Led  eg. Social development models, indigenous studies, Conscientiazation
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Paradigmatic debates within social work: 
addressing ‘diversity’

Orientation

Individualised

Cultural

Generic Diversity

Power based models

Social Justice models

Majority Lens models

User-Led

Key idea
Raise the awareness /consciousness of the individual  - enable 
them to reflect on their own position 

Emphasis on recognising cultural difference and Appropriately 
addressing  and respecting  the culture of the minority 
individual/group/community

Focus on tackling the overarching processes  (barriers) of 
discrimination and seeking out interconnections between diverse 
status

Work at the axis of key (racial) binaries – Black/White to disturb 
unequal power relations

Seek to redress power inequalities in society between identified 
groups through a recognition of group demands and a 
redistribution of goods, opportunities and resources

Focus on majority privilege (Whiteness) – raising awareness of 
the hidden power  current and historical attributed to the 
dominant group

Work with a participative model from the grassroots outward

Theorists
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What’s missing in our debates?

Assertion has taken precedent over evidence (empirical gulf)

Analysis  over understanding action

Neglect of minority contribution  

Marginal accommodation of ‘Other’ ways of knowing within Eurocentric bias 
within the curriculum

White liberal value base/white liberal institutions as dominant frame of 
reference  - not decentred 

Insufficient attention to context : local and national narratives of ‘race’

Lacking acknowledgement of the ambivalent positioning of social work 
itself 

...a contested curriculum
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A case study from Wales

• Agenda for the research was set by a scoping study with minority 
stakeholders

• Surveyed all social work education programmes in Wales (n=8) – represents 
a nationwide survey

• Aim to assess the nature and extent of training on issues of race 
equality/cultural diversity

• Looked at programme documentation, interviewed training providers both in 
academic setting and practice educators (not students)

• Themes discussed:  terminology, curriculum, models and approaches in use, 
resources in use, staff training, assessment tools, engagement with minority 
users and organizations and questions about the Welsh context
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Key findings
. British Journal of Social Work (2012) d0i:10.1093/bjsw/bcs042

• Shift to a generic approach – assumption of mainstreaming meant attrition

• Other demands on the curriculum interpreted as the new diversity claims and displaced 
attention to ‘race’

 

• Terminology in use – a wide variety of meanings

 

• Difficulties in assessing competence  

 

• Constrained by the wider political erosion of these issues in the curriculum

• Lack of Black and minority service user/organizations input and involvement

 

• Particular constructions of the local and  national context 
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From the Universal to ....the particular...

‘

Australian social work appears to remain located within the broader cultural context of 

avoidance and discomfort regarding race issues’ 

Walter et. al (2011:12) 
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From the Universal to ....
What’s ‘particular’ in the Australian context?

• Social Work as White ?

• A Hands off multiculturalism?   

• Predominance of culture based rather than rights based approaches? 

• Evidence is lacking in many areas?

• Discrete categories of need: asylum, indigenous, multicultural  groups - do these issues 
speak to each other in any way?  

• Social work itself as a questioned institution – loss of trust and confidence within many 
minority communities
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Towards embedded transformatory practice

Minority Group /  Individual

Critical Interrogation Responsiveness

Co-Production Rights Based 
Advocacy

Lobbying, politics
Research evidence
Dialogue
Representation

Partnership
Participation
Representation………
Participatory service delivery 
models

Self
Nation state
Whiteness
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Self
Whiteness
Nation
Local context

Skills
Sensitivities
Models of intervention
Creativity



Some conclusions

Not formulas but principles, lines of questioning, strategies, frameworks for 
action built on negotiation and dialogue (no holy grail...but a contested 
curriculum)

Need for more empirical research in relation to ‘the implementation gap’..how 
are these issues are ‘socially constructed’  in practice

A call for the profession to recognise it’s ambivalent positioning vis a vis the 
state’s ‘management’ of minorities  and how this is played out in specific 
cultural and political contexts – the ‘narratives of race’ 

Not a minority issue but fundamental to social work’s identity
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